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Many children and adolescents with hidden disabilities struggle with social interactions. 

Unfamiliar settings and expectations can pose difficulty for these students. As a result, they 

might become anxious, withdrawn or act out. One strategy for assisting students is called a 

Social Story. First developed by teacher Carol Gray, social stories are now widely used. Gray’s 

definition is below: 

A Social Story™ describes a situation, skill, or concept in terms of relevant social cues, 

perspectives, and common responses in a specifically defined style and format. The goal of a 

Social Story™ is to share accurate social information in a patient and reassuring manner that is 

easily understood by its audience from www.thegraycenter.org 

Social or “scripted” stories follow a specified format to help students acclimate to new 

situations or learn a new skill. The following is copied directly from the Center on Social and 

Emotional Foundations for Early Learning at Vanderbilt University: 

 
WRITING A SCRIPTED SOCIAL STORY 
 
Begin by observing the child in the situation you are addressing. Try to take on the child’s 

perspective and include aspects of his or her feelings or views in the story. Also, include usual 

occurrences in the social situation, clear “expectations”, and the perspective of others, along 

with considering possible variations. 

 

SAMPLE: 
RUNNING 

I like to run. It is fun to go fast. 

It’s okay to run when I am playing outside. 

I can run when I am on the playground. 

Sometimes I feel like running, but it is dangerous to run when I am inside. 

Running inside could hurt me or other people. 

When people are inside, they walk. 

Walking inside is safe. 

I will try to walk inside and only run when I am outside on the playground. 

My teachers and parents like it when I remember to walk inside. 
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There are three types of sentences used in writing Scripted Story: 

 

1. Descriptive sentences: objectively define anticipated events where a situation occurs, 

who is involved, what they are doing and why. (e.g., When people are inside, they walk.) 

2. Perspective sentences: describe the internal status of the person or persons involved, 

their thoughts, feelings, or moods. (e.g., Running inside could hurt me or other people.) 

3. Directive sentences: are individualized statements of desired responses stated in a 

positive manner. They may begin “I can try…” or “I will work on…” Try to avoid 

sentences starting with “Do not” or definitive statements. (e.g., I will try to walk in 

inside.) 

 

A Scripted Story should have 3 to 5 descriptive and perspective sentences for each directive 

sentence. Avoid using too many directive sentences. 

 

Write in first person and on the child’s developmental skill level. Also remember to use pictures 

that fit within the child’s developmental skill level to supplement text. 

 

Reference: Broek, E., Cain, S.L., Dutkiewicz, M., Fleck, L., Grey, B., Gray, C., et al. (1994). The 

Original Social Story™ Book. Arlington, TX: Future Education. www.thegraycenter.org 
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This resource is provided FREE of charge by the team at Key Ministry.  Please let us know how 
we can support you and your ministry.  
 
Our team provides the following resources to churches FREE of charge… 
 

o Best Practices Online Resources 
o Opportunities to network with other churches 
o Phone & Skype Consultation 
o On-site Consultation & Training 
o Celebrating your successes 
o Local & National Conferences 
o Praying for you! 

Please keep in touch!  We would LOVE to hear from you. 
 

Key Ministry  
8401 Chagrin Road, Suite 14B 

Chagrin Falls OH 44023 

Phone: 440/247.0083 

www.keyministry.org 

www.FREERESPITE.com 

 
 

  
 
 
 

 
 
 

If you’ve been blessed by our ministry we would love for you to 
consider supporting our mission financially.  You can donate today by 
visiting our website or you can scan this code with your smart phone 
to view our Key Catalog.  Thank you for your support!   
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